**LARGE COMMAND:**

1st place:  
1 NCD Fighting Seabees 852-3x  
- BUC Carden 237-1x  
- CWO3 Berard 228-0x  
- BUC Lee 205-1x  
- HT1 Smith 182-1x

2nd place: Naval Academy USNA Blue 834-10x  
- LCDR Bartel 248-3x  
- MIDN Bock 246-5x  
- LT Reed 191-1x  
- MIDN Roncoroni 149-1x

3rd place: Assault Craft Unit FOUR ACU-4 545-1x  
- GMC Jack 234-0x  
- OS2 Davidson 142-0x  
- GSM1 Kerr 107-1x  
- QM1 Rader 62-0x  
- FRC Norfolk Fleet Rangers 483-1x  
- AD3 Ebert 156-0x  
- AT2 Iturbe 136-1x  
- AM1 Sherrill 109-0x  
- AZC Kline 82-0x

**SMALL COMMAND:**

1st place: NIOC Sugar Grove NIOC Sugar Grove 566-0x  
- CTR2 Sorensen 191-0x  
- CTRC Conlogue 186-0x  
- CTR2 Shutt 99-0x  
- CTMSN Mulligan 90-0x

2nd place: Commander Undersea Surveillance Commander Undersea Surveillance 778-2x*  
- LCDR Glancey 230-1x  
- AWC Jenzen 230-0x  
- STG1 Szlamas 174-0x  
- STS2 Kersey 144-1

*Result of protest was movement to 2nd place

3rd place: Commander Second Fleet MHQ w/ Guns 494-1x  
- LCDR Fahey 170-1x  
- LTJG Roney 136-0x  
- MCC Bagoly 105-0x  
- IC2 Camacho 83-0x